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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. 72 of 1995 and No. 140 of 1995
(9507813 & 9514769) FORMTEXT 


		BETWEEN:

		GAYE (NO 1) PTY LTD
			Plaintiff

		AND:

		ROWLANDS QUARRIES 				(KATHERINE) PTY LTD
			First Defendant 	
		
		AND: 
		
		EILEEN LILIAN ROWLANDS 				Second Defendant

		AND:
		
		GEOFFREY RAYMOND 				ROWLANDS 
			Third Defendant  
		
		AND:
		
		DAVID ALLAN ROWLANDS 				Fourth Defendant 

		AND: 

		ROSAMUND PRISCILLA 				ROWLANDS  
			Fifth Defendant 


		AND:  

		WARD KELLER (6) PTY LTD 
			Sixth Defendant  

		AND: 

		JOHN MICHAEL ROBERTS NEILL 
			Seventh Defendant


CORAM:	ANGEL J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered 11 July 1997)

	On 20 March 1997, at the conclusion of a two day hearing of a summons of the first, second, third and fifth defendants dated 19 March 1997 and a summons of the sixth and seventh defendants dated 17 March 1997 to strike out the Statement of Claim or alternatively allegations of fraud therein on the grounds that the Statement of Claim did not disclose a cause of action, I dismissed each summons giving oral reasons therefor.

	I now have to deal with a summons dated 10 March 1997 of the first, second, third and fifth defendants and a summons of 19 March 1997 of the sixth and seventh defendants seeking to strike out certain portions of the Statement of Claim and in particular the plea of fraud therein, broadly on the grounds that there was no triable issue as to fraud, none being raised by the facts as pleaded or the evidence, and that the Statement of Claim was oppressive, embarrassing and an abuse of process.

	In order to understand the applications it is necessary to give some outline as to the nature of the proceedings.

	The plaintiff, by contract dated 8 August 1983, agreed to purchase certain land from a company called Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd.  In Supreme Court proceedings No 281 of 1985 the plaintiff sued to enforce its rights against Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd in respect of the land.  On 23 June 1989 Kearney J gave judgment determining and declaring, inter alia, that as between the plaintiff and Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd that company held the land on trust for the plaintiff.  On 19 October 1990 Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd appealed from that judgment to the Court of Appeal.  On 3 June 1992 the Court of Appeal allowed the appeal.  On 24 June 1992 the plaintiff applied for leave to appeal to the High Court of Australia from the Court of Appeal judgment.  To that time the plaintiff had maintained caveats over the land.  On 1 July 1992 the caveats were removed by the Registrar-General at the instance of Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd.  The plaintiff alleges it did not receive actual notice of the application to remove the caveats.  Thereafter the land was transferred by Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd to the second defendant Eileen Rowlands, pursuant to what the plaintiff alleges to be a scheme, the purpose or object of which, inter alia, was said to be to defeat in advance the affect of any judgement in the High Court proceedings between the plaintiff and Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd in favour of the plaintiff, and to defraud the plaintiff in breach of the Fraudulent Conveyances Act 1571 (13 Eliz I c 5) - the Statute of Queen Elizabeth.  The transfer of the land from Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd to Eileen Rowlands was registered on 7 August 1992.

	On 28 August 1992 the High Court of Australia granted the plaintiff leave to appeal against the Court of Appeal judgment.  

	The plaintiff says that the parties to the alleged scheme were Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd, Eileen Rowlands and certain other members of the Rowlands family.  The plaintiff further alleges that in or about April 1993, in furtherance of the scheme, a further scheme was entered into between the first defendant (the company Rowlands Quarries (Katherine) Pty Ltd) and the second to fifth defendants whereby, inter alia, Eileen Rowlands would transfer the land to Rowlands Quarries (Katherine) Pty Ltd, the purpose and object of such further scheme being, inter alia, to further promote the object of the first scheme, to ensure that the second defendant, Eileen Rowlands, received a financial benefit, to ensure secure occupation of the land by the third and fifth defendants, and otherwise to thwart the plaintiff.  Eileen Rowlands, as transferor, and Rowlands Quarries (Katherine) Pty Ltd as transferee, executed a transfer of the land on 1 May 1993.  On 11 May 1993 the High Court of Australia heard the plaintiff’s appeal in the High Court proceedings.  On 14 May 1993, inter alia, the transfer was lodged with the Office of the Registrar-General in Darwin.  It was registered on 17 May 1993.

	Alleging breaches of trust (constructive or otherwise) the plaintiff claims as against the first defendant, inter alia, an order that it transfer the land to the plaintiff.  The plaintiff claims as against Eileen Rowlands, inter alia, a declaration that she holds the proceeds of the sale of the land on trust for the plaintiff and an order that she transfer such funds to the plaintiff.  As against all other defendants, jointly and severally, the plaintiff claims, damages or equitable compensation for breach of trust, damages for fraud and inducing breach of contract and declarations that pursuant to the Statute of Elizabeth, the transfers of the land from Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd to Eileen Rowlands and from Eileen Rowlands to Rowlands Quarries (Katherine) Pty Ltd are void.

	In addition to the defendants’ summonses I have before me the plaintiff’s summons of 21 April 1997 seeking further amendments to the Statement of Claim.  That summons was prompted by the telling submission of Mr Maher on behalf of the sixth and seventh defendants on 10 April 1997, that the then claim against his clients based on the Statute of Elizabeth should be struck out as there could be no cause of action under that Statute against the sixth and seventh defendants, they being neither a transferor nor a transferee of the land.

	The sixth defendant is an incorporated partnership of solicitors and the seventh defendant is a solicitor and member of the sixth defendant.  The plaintiff alleges that the seventh defendant and the sixth defendant by the seventh defendant devised and implemented the two schemes in question, thereby constituting themselves parties to the breaches of trust alleged against Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd and Eileen Rowlands.

	Turning to the question of fraud, in dismissing the summonses on 
20 March 1997 I ordered that the plaintiff’s then allegations of conspiracy should be struck out as being duplicitous with the then pleaded case in fraud.  The plaintiff now seeks, inter alia, to re-instate a plea of conspiracy, because the fraud now alleged, particularly as it involves the sixth and seventh defendants, is admittedly somewhat novel and rests, in part at least, upon the objective standard of dishonesty recently discussed in Royal Brunei v Tan [1995] 2 AC 378 at 389; and that honesty is not relative.

	The plaintiff’s allegations concerning fraud and conspiracy, in their would be amended form, are as follows:

	“57.	Further, in the premises, each of the defendants:

(a)	has fraudulently deprived, or attempted to deprive, the plaintiff 
of the plaintiff’s Rights;

	Particulars

The plaintiff says that:

(i)	their intentions were of a kind that are fraudulent
within the meaning of that term as used in the FCA 
[the Statute of Elizabeth];

(ii)	fraud under the FCA is coterminous with fraud at
common law and further as used in the RPA
[The Real Property Act];

(iii)	alternatively, if there are intentions which are of a
kind that are ‘fraudulent’ under the FCA but nevertheless are not fraudulent at common law or under the RPA, the plaintiff says that the defendants’ aforesaid intentions were not of that kind because they were dishonest;


(iv)	the plaintiff says that the purposes or objects or
intentions pleaded in paragraphs 24, 32(j), 32(k), 33(j), 33(k), 36, 43(e), 43(g), 44(f), 44(g) and 44(h) hereof are dishonest;

(v)	the plaintiff says that the knowing involvement and 
participation of the defendants as pleaded in paragraphs 50 to 55 was dishonest.

(vi)	further, an intention to assist a party to dispose of 
property for the purpose of depriving a plaintiff of the benefit of any judgment it may receive in legal proceedings is a fraudulent intention (regardless of whether or not it is accompanied by deceit) and is actionable in fraud, at common law and in equity, for damages or equitable compensation.


(b)	has wrongfully and unlawfully interfered with the plaintiff’s
contractual relations with ARH [Allan Rowlands Holdings Pty Ltd] pursuant to the Contract; and further or alternatively

(c)	has conspired with the other defendants and with ARH to 
wrongfully and unlawfully cause the plaintiff loss, namely the loss of the Plaintiff’s Rights in breach of the FCA and further, the common law.

			Particulars

The plaintiff says that the Scheme and the Further Scheme were each conspiracies to achieve an unlawful end, namely, the disposition of the Land for the purpose of defrauding the plaintiff of the Plaintiff’s Rights and the benefits of any judgment it may obtain in the High Court Proceedings.”.


	In paragraph 58 of the amended Statement of Claim the plaintiff alleges loss and in the prayer for relief claims, inter alia, damages for fraud, inducing breach of contract and conspiracy.

	A substantial volume of affidavit evidence was placed before me, the defendants asserting that consistent with Hinds v Uellendahl (1992) 107 FLR 254 that there was no triable issue in fraud.

	In Thorpe v The Commonwealth (No 3) High Court of Australia, unreported, 12 June 1997, Kirby J said (omitting references):

		“	Setting aside, striking out, summarily dismissing or permanently 
staying proceedings of a litigant who has come to a court of law, are self-evidently serious steps.  They are to be reserved to a clear case.  If there is any doubt, a court should err on the side of allowing the claim to proceed.  Evidence at trial may sometimes lend colour and strength to a claim.  Reformulation of a pleading should normally be permitted where justice requires that course, particularly where a party does not have the assistance of legal representation.  A court will ordinarily provide some assistance in such a situation in such a situation although not to the point of unfairly disadvantaging the other party or losing either the reality or appearance of neutrality and impartiality which is the hallmark of the judiciary under the Australian Constitution and under international human rights law.

	Even if a party makes good its attack on another’s pleading, a 
court will ordinarily permit the opponent to reframe the pleading so long as it is clear that there is point in doing so and that the further time and opportunity will have utility.  The guiding principle is doing what is just.  Courts, particularly today, strive to uphold efficiency and economy in the disposal of proceedings before them. But they also remember that pleadings are a means to the end of justice according to law.  Pleadings are the servants, not the masters of the judicial process.”.


	I agree with counsel for the plaintiff that on the present applications the question is not whether there is any evidence to support any particular allegation in the Statement of Claim or whether some sort of prima facie case has been demonstrated.  The question is whether the material before the Court discloses that the claim should be stopped in limine because it must clearly fail, the onus in respect of which rests on the defendants because they so contend.  In a case such as this there is a discretion, not an obligation, upon the Court to look at all the material, to determine whether or not the plaintiff’s claim is so hopeless that it should be struck out.  There is authority to the effect that this should not be undertaken unless, given the nature of the case, there is some reasonable prospect that the application to strike out will succeed.  See Williams & Humbert Ltd v W &H Trade Marks [1986] AC 368 at 441, Civil and Civic Pty Ltd v Pioneer Concrete (NT) Pty Ltd (1991) 
1 NTLR 43 at 54.

	Having considered the pleadings, the proposed amendments to the Statement of Claim, and the arguments, and having read (though not analysed in detail) the evidence placed before me by way of affidavit, I am of the opinion that the plaintiff’s application should be allowed and that the defendants’ applications to strike out should be dismissed.  As was pointed out in the course of argument, the applications, if granted, would only narrow the legal issues because no attempt is made to strike out the plaintiff’s claims for breach of trust; and the claims in respect of the alleged breaches of trust include claims against the sixth and seventh defendants.  This being the case, the evidentiary issues, including the allegations of dishonesty against the second to seventh defendants all remain for the purposes of the equity claims.  Any risk associated with the dismissal of the plaintiff’s fraud and conspiracy claims without trial are not counter-balanced by the avoidance of the time and costs of pointless proceedings.  Compare Williams & Humbert v W &H Trade Marks, supra, at 441, per Lord MacKay of Clashfern.  Thus the utility of the strike out claim is only marginal and this is particularly so since most of the interlocutory steps have been completed and save for certain applications concerning a head of damage (loss of use of the land) in the plaintiff’s claim, the matter is essentially ready for trial.

	The summary jurisdiction of the Court to strike out “was never intended to be exercised by a minute and protracted examination of the documents and facts of the case”: Wenlock v Maloney [1965] 2 All ER 871 at 874.  I am of the view it would be unlikely that an order would be made to strike out the plaintiff’s claims or that sufficient benefit would result from making any such order in terms of reducing or eliminating the need for a trial between the parties.  This is a somewhat complex case that is ill-suited for summary decision - it is a case that ought to go to trial on all issues.  In so far as the plaintiff’s claim rests in fraud, it is, as I have said, somewhat novel but it is far from being so clearly untenable that it cannot possibly succeed such to warrant being struck out .  A further reason why this whole case ought to go to trial is that the Court ought to hear all the evidence.  As Kirby J said in Thorpe v The Commonwealth (No 3) supra, “Evidence at trial may sometimes add colour and strength to a claim”.  Furthermore a plaintiff may legitimately elicit evidence at trial obtained from cross-examination that is not presently before the Court;  cf Master Butchers Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation [1974] 1 NSWLR 350 at 359-60.  In the present case a conclusion of fraud is, on the plaintiff’s case, to be drawn from a combination of factors, a number of which, when considered alone, do not give rise to an inference of fraud.  This being the case I see no warrant in striking out, as I was invited to do, individual allegations that are presently unsupported by affidavit evidence.

	In view of the admittedly somewhat novel nature the plaintiff’s case in common law fraud, it seems to me the plaintiff should be permitted to re-plead conspiracy as a backup plea.  In the usual case where there is no issue about the wrong giving rise to the right to damages, an allegation of conspiracy is duplicitous;  see, eg, Ward v Lewis [1955] 1 WLR 9, TPC v Allied Mills (1980) 48 FLR 102.  However, as the plaintiff’s proposed amendment makes clear, the nature of the wrong giving rise to the right to damages is very much an issue and a plea of conspiracy is not, in my view, necessarily duplicitous and ought to be allowed, notwithstanding what might be described as the usual rule of practice.  In NSW v McLoy Hutcherson (1993) 43 FCR 489 at 507, Beasley J said the duplicity rule was one of practice rather than a rule of substantive law and I agree.  It seems to me the plaintiff may suffer substantial prejudice if it is unable to plead conspiracy as an alternative legal avenue to common law damages at trial.  On the other hand I can see no real prejudice resulting to the defendants by re-instating the plea.  There are no new facts .  The plea arises from the same alleged facts and the defendants retain the right to make full submissions on all issues of law at the trial.

	I do not regard the amended Statement of Claim as embarrassing or oppressive.  Nor, on the affidavit material before me, does it appear to be an abuse of process, or vexatious.

	The plaintiff will have leave to amend its amended Statement of Claim and the defendants’ summonses to strike out are dismissed.  I will hear the parties as to the details of the orders, as to costs and as to any consequential orders.  The plaintiff is directed to bring in minutes of order and there will be liberty to speak to the minutes.


					


